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STATE PREEMPTION AND SINGLE USE PLASTICS: IS NATIONAL INTERVENTION NECESSARY?

By Ethan D. King*

Climate change and plastic waste are systemic issues facing our world today.1 States have divergent practices concerning the regulation of single use plastic; some states have passed preemption statutes preventing municipalities from making single use plastic regulations while others are enacting laws banning types of single use plastics.2 Single use plastic materials are goods that are distributed, sold, and utilized across state lines. As a result, Congress has the ability to regulate single use plastics. In doing so, Congress performs a valuable service to protect the public health and the environment.

STATE REGULATIONS AND MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS OF SINGLE USE PLASTICS

There are massive environmental and economic repercussions stemming from our reliance of single use plastics.3 In an attempt to recognize the need for recycling, Colorado passed a law in 1993, stipulating that “No unit of local government shall require or prohibit the use of specific types of plastic materials or products or restrict or mandate containers, packaging, or labeling for any consumer product”.4 Notably, Colorado’s law does not mention single use plastic bags.5 However more recently, states like Oklahoma, North Dakota, Texas, Idaho, and Florida, have passed laws preempting municipalities’ ability to regulate plastics, preventing such them from enacting plastic bans, fees, or recycling programs not otherwise issued by the state.6 Other states such as New York and Maine have passed laws requiring stores that use plastic bags to have plastic bag recycling centers outside of the places of business.7 Currently, there are fourteen states that have preemption laws regarding plastic regulation, and eight states have statewide legislation furthering a goal of plastic reduction and recycling efforts.8 This still leaves the majority of the United States without a law on the books favoring state preemption or plastic waste reduction.9

Unsurprisingly, then, municipalities in states that have not adopted such preemption statutes are now experiencing greater success in regulating single use plastics.10 Take, for example, Santa Cruz, California, the first city to ban the use of mini-hotel shampoo bottles.11 Other such municipalities’ have instituted plastic bag fees or plastic straw bans to cut down waste.12 Responding to environmental and economic pressures, the legislatures of New York and California are pushing for statewide prohibitions on certain types of plastic materials.13 California recently passed a bill which will prohibit hotels in the state from providing mini shampoo and lotion bottles, and the ban shall take effect beginning in 2023.14

COURTS ARE AWAITING A LEGISLATIVE CHANGE

Courts in Florida and Texas have ruled against municipal plastic bag bans, specifically citing to the preemption statutes.15 Even with Colorado’s preemption statute, the city of Aspen has continued to operate a plastic bag fee.16 In court, the petitioners argued that the bag fee was a tax, and the citizens of the city were not allowed to vote; therefore, a tax could not be enforced.17 The Supreme Court of Colorado disagreed, and ruled that the bag fee was a fee, not a tax, which is how the fee has survived and is still in practice today.18 The preemption law in Colorado has never been formerly challenged and environmental activists have been weary to ask for more regarding plastic regulations until the state legislation repeals the preemption law.19

WHY CAN CONGRESS STEP IN, AND WHEN IT HAS DONE SO IT BEFORE

States preemption laws are preventing groups that want to protect the health of their citizens and the environment 20 By advancing bans of single use plastics, states are inviting interstate commerce issues. 21 Congress can step in and enact federal legislation of single use plastics due to its Commerce Clause powers.22 Congress has minimized environmental discrepancies among the states before and passed acts like the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and the Microbeads Free Water Act (MFWA).23

The development of the SDWA stemmed a realization of the need for water quality and from states relaxing their laws on water quality after getting rid of certain waterborne diseases like cholera and typhoid.24 As a result, some states who found their water quality sufficiently safe did not closely monitor water quality, while others continued to invest in their water quality infrastructure.25 Without uniform standard for states water quality, the public health of citizens was jeopardized.26 The SDWA came in to set minimum nation-wide contaminant levels to solve the gap of water quality and safety.27

The MFWA began as a state issue, with a number of states electing to ban the sale of microbead products.28 Recognizing the lack of uniformity in the laws regulating microbead products, Congress stepped in to create uniformity through its Commerce Clause power.29 The MFWA is a great example of Congress addressing disparities in state public health protections by utilizing its power granted by the Commerce clause.30
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CONCLUSION

Regulation of single use plastics also falls under the purview of the Commerce Clause. Congress can and should step in to protect public health by creating federal legislation to ban single use plastics. Such a bill would create a floor of minimum plastic standards and give states the ability to make improved laws to combat climate change and reduce plastic waste. While such a ban would not solve the plastic problem in its entirety, it is a step in the right direction helping the United States phase out its reliance on single use plastic materials.
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